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Abstract 
The x-ray imaging is one of the important non-destructive testing methods in the inspection of welding defect. The defect of 
welding joint can cause severe failure of the products, so the inspection of welding area is an essential issue in various 
industrial fields. We have studied the x-ray linear laminography system to imaging the welding defect. We investigated the 
effects of focal spot size and step interval on reconstructed images. The larger focal spot decreases the spatial resolution and 
smaller step interval reduces the noise of the image. Those parameters should be determined with considering of scanning time 
of welding sample. 
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1  Introduction 
 

Metal welding has been used for various applications, and they are located in even severe environments, such as 
sudden temperature changes. Small voids or space can cause deformation of welding joints and this phenomenon induces 
failure of entire products. Therefore the imaging of internal structure of metal welding region is an important issue in the 
industrial fields. The x-ray radiography is one of the non-destructive testing methods for inspection of welding defect [1-2]. As 
figure 1 is shown, however, the micron-size defect can not be detected due to lack of contrast in the image. The conventional 
x-ray computed tomography can image those defects by rotating a part of welding samples. However, the extended area of the 
subject and micron-size defects are obstacles to inspecting whole welding region in short scanning time. We have proposed the 
x-ray linear laminography inspection system to inspect the welding region. The linear laminography can provide the inspection 
system in mass production because the objects are allowed to move in one direction continuously while the images are 
captured. To design the system, various parameters, which are including the source-detector distance (SDD), source-axis 
distance (SAD), focal spot size, detector pixel size, additive noise, etc, should be analyzed and determined to generate a high 
quality image for the fast inspection. We decided the detector pixel size and the rough geometrical information through 
previous Monte-Carlo simulation studies.  
 

 
Figure 1: The comparison between the radiograph (left) and the slice of reconstructed image (right) 

The point focal spot is ideal case to get a radiography image. Since image is projected as it is, the penumbra area is 
not formed and high-quality image can be obtained. On the other hand, in the case of an x-ray generator having a certain focal 
spot, a penumbra region is formed depending on its size and magnification. The image quality deterioration occurs due to the 
blurring effects. Therefore, focal spot is a major factor affecting the blurring effect of the image, and it is an important 
parameter for detecting the voids of tens of micro-size occurring at the welding site. 

The number of projections and the movement interval required to reconstruct the laminography are important 
parameters for determining the scan time. If the spacing between projections is narrow, the number of projections for 
reconstructing a specific area increases, resulting in an increase in the overall scan time. However, if too few projections are 
used, the noise of the image increases and it is not easy to inspect. In this study, we investigated the effect of the focal spot, and 
the step interval and the total travel length to tune the suitable scanning parameter. We examined the parameters through 
Monte-Carlo simulation studies and real experiments. 
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Figure 2: The focal spot effect on the projection 

2  Methods 
 
 The x-ray linear laminography system consists of a micro-focus x-ray source, a complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS)-based image sensor array with 75 μm pixel pitch, and an object handling system. The object is shifted 
at regular intervals in a parallel direction to the long side of the detector array. While the scanning object is translated in a 
horizontal direction by the object handling system, the x-ray source, and the detector are stationary. In this study, the 
projections were obtained in a step-and-shoot mode. The source to object distance was 3 cm and the magnification factor was 
set by 4.8. For the reconstruction, the filtered backprojection algorithm [3] was implemented for our system. According to the 
proposed scanning geometry, backprojection step was modified into the linear trajectory from the circular trajectory.  
 With linear trajectory in the system, the data truncation in the moving direction is inevitable. Because the direction of 
data filtering is parallel to the moving direction, the bright peak should be occure at the boundary of the data. The deformed 
values interrupt to inspection of the voids near data boundary; also adjustment of window level does not come to easy. To 
avoid projection truncation artifact which is caused by data filtering, data extrapolation is conducted at the each end of the data 
positions. The extrapolated data is not the real data but the procecced one, so that data should not be backprojected onto the 
reconstructed image space. 
 The focal spot of the x-ray tube defines the spatial resolution of the x-ray image [4]. Many x-ray sources have both 
small and large focal spot size depending on tube power, which is the product of current and voltage. The Small focal spot 
furthers more detailed imaging, but we have to choose between loss of voltage and current. In this study, we fixed the voltage 
with 70 kVp which is enough to penetrate the welding region and adjusted the electric current to change the focal spot. The 
focal spot sizes were varied from 10 um to 70 um.  
 The step interval and the total travel length are also important parameters to design the system because it determines 
the scanning time and image quality. In the Monte-Carlo simulation, the step interval is fixed with 2mm, and the total travel 
distance was varied by varying the number of projections used. In the real experiments, we compared two cases with different 
moving distances which are 6 mm and 12 mm, and compared the effect of moving distance on the image. To compare the 
image quality according to the movement interval, the field-of-view was set to 14.5 mm and the step intervals were set to 0.2 
mm, 0.25 mm, 0.3 mm, and 0.5mm. 

3  Result 

 To demonstrate the truncation artifact correction using extrapolation, we firsty used Monte-Carlo simulated 
projections. The size of each void which is implemented in the simulation is 100μm, 70 μm, and 50 μm. Figure 3 shows the 
images before and after data truncation correction. Before correction, a very high value appears at the end of the data, resulting 
in a white part in the image. After correction, there is still an increase in the value toward the data end. However, there is no 
significant image degradation in the image because the increasing of value is lower than the contrast of the voids. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Reconstructed image slice without (upper) and with (lower) data truncation artifact correction. 

 Figure 4 shows the center line of each image. It can be seen that there is a high peak at the end of the data, and since 
the peak is much larger than the contrast of the voids, it appears as a very bright part in the image. After the calibration, most 
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of the peaks that occurred at higher altitudes disappeared and it is easier to perform void inspection because the contrast of the 
voids is much more visible. 

 
Figure 4: Line profile of center line of figure3. Black line is the graph of the image without the correction and red line is the graph of the 
image with the correction. X-axis is pixel position and y-axis is reconstructed grey value. 

 
 Fig. 5 shows the reconstructed image slices with different focal spot size: 10 μm, 20 μm, 40 μm, 70 μm, and 100 μm. 
The focal spot size can be set in the simulation and each data uses the same energy and geometrical information. The image 
shows almost similar sharpness up to 40, but 70 and 100 can clearly see the image blur. Fig 6 has the graph in the direction of 
the arrow in Fig. 5 to see in detail. As can be seen in the graph, the focal spot size with 10 μm and 20 μm had almost the same 
values, and the contrast and sharpness decreased slightly at the focal spot size with 40 μm. However, when compared to the 
other conditions, the contrast and sharpness were significantly decreased in the focal spot size with 70 μm and 100 μm. 
 

 
Figure 5: The reconstructed image slice using Monte-Carlo simulation with different focal spot size. 

 

 
Figure 6: The graph in the direction of the arrow in Fig. 5. : 10  μm岫black岻 , 20  μm  (red), 40  μm  (green), 70  μm  (light blue), and 
100 μm(blue). X-axis is pixel position and y-axis is reconstructed grey value. 

 
 In the real experiment, we estimated the focal spot indirectly by calculating the current and the energy using the look-
up table provided by the x-ray generator company. In order to equalize the noise level, the amount of light entering the detector 
was set to be the same by changing the energy and the current. The reconstructed slice images of the welding sample according 
to different focal spot size are shown in figure 7. As the size of the focal spot is larger, the image is getting blurred. In the 
image with focal spot size of 10 μm and 20μm, the voids are clearly seen. However the image with the focal size 70 μm, some 
of the small voids are cannot distinguish from the background. 
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Figure 7: Reconstruction image according to differenct focal spot size: 10 μm, 20 μm, 40 μm, and 70 μm. 

  
 Figure 8 shows the reconstructed view in depth direction along the total travel distance. In order to compare the 
resolution in the depth direction in the simulation, voids having a size of 50 μm were arranged with a depth difference of 100 μm each. Since the movement intervals are all the same, the movement distance is proportional to the number of projections 
used. The longer the total travel distance, the greater the resolution in the depth direction. This confirms that the total travel 
distance is an important factor in linear resolution, indicating resolution in the depth direction. Figure 9 is a graph of the 
vertical direction of the center pore of figure 8. As the total travel distance increases, the overall contrast is not changed, but 
the resolution of voids in the depth direction increases.  
 

 
Figure 8: The reconstructed view in depth direction along the total travel distance. The number of projections used from top to bottom is 
from 2 to 7. 

 
Figure 9: Graph of the vertical direction of the center pore of Figure 8 : 2 views岫black岻, 3 views (red), 4 views (blue), 5 views (green), 6 
views(pink), and 7 views (light purple). X-axis is pixel position and y-axis is reconstructed grey value. 
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 In the actual experiment, we compared the travel distance with two cases: 6 mm and 12 mm. Figure 10 and Figure 11 
are the depth direction sections of the reconstructed image with 6 mm and 12 mm of travel distance, respectively. 
Reconstructed images obtained at a moving distance of 6 mm have enlongated voids and the voids of the reconstructed image 
obtained at a relative distance of 12 mm are shorter in the depth direction.  Figure 12 shows cross-sectional images taken from 
different locations, but the presence or absence of voids is different for each image. 

      
Figure 10: The reconstructed view in depth direction with 6mm total travel distance.  

 
Figure 11: The reconstructed view in depth direction of figure 12. 

 
Figure 12: The reconstructed image with 12mm total travel distance. 

After the image difference according to the moving distance, we experimented with different step intervals to see how 
the interval between projections affects the image quality. The reconstructed images with different step intervals are shown in 
figure 13. In theoretically, smaller step interval case has the chance to get number of projections, so the image is less noiser 
than wider step interval case. In the case with intervals of 0.2 mm and 0.25 mm, they have comparable image quality and the 
case with the interval of 0.5 mm is the noisiest image among the result in figure 13. 

 

 
Figure 13: Reconstruction image according to different step interval. (a) 0.2mm, (b) 0.25mm, (c) 0.3mm, and (d) 0.5mm. 

4  Discussion and Conclusion 
 
 In this paper, we investigated the parameter optimization for the imaging of welding defects in the x-ray linear 
laminography system. To validate the effect of focal spot size, the total travel length, and the step interval, those parameters 
were varied and reconstruction parameters were not changed. The focal spot size of 10 um and 20 um are comparable in spatial 
resolution, so the choice of the focal size with 20 um offers the chance to reduce exposure time per one projection by 
increasing electronic current.  
 The information on the depth direction could not be obtained because the total travel distance was too short. By using 
the information in the depth direction, it can be known at which depth the voids exist. If depth information of the voids is 
important and needed, laminography is an important method in void inspection. 
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 Fast inspection of welding defects is an important issue in industrial mass production. As the scanning time per one 
projection decreases to reduce total scanning time, the percentage of poisson noise increases because the number of photons 
which detected in the image receptor also decreases. By using of a suitable de-noising method, the image quality can be 
improved. Noise reduction in projection domain and image domain will be studied for the future study. 
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